STILLY IT UPDATE

April 9, 2020
UPDATES

• SLS Ag Caucus met 3/12 to discuss Near-tear Action list and FbD: Brian Bookey, Andy Werkhoven, Linda Lyshall, Dan Bartelheimer, Linda Neunzig, Robin Fay, Cindy Dittbrenner, Carol MacIlroy
  • Provided feedback to IT
• Stilly Ag Community was to meet 3/19 –Canceled due to COVID
  • Cindy called and spoke to 9 farmers in addition to Ag Caucus members (between 3/24-4/8 seeking input on:
    • Near-term action list and FbD application
    • TCF and perspectives on transition of ag lands to habitat in the Stilly floodplain and delta
• Stilly IT met 3/23
  • Took TCF property off Near-term action list and FbD proposal
  • Added Trafton Floodplain Restoration
NEXT STEPS

• SLS Ag Caucus meeting 4/9: Brian Bookey, Andy Werkhoven, Linda Lyshall, Dan Bartelheimer, Linda Neunzig, Robin Fay, Cindy Dittbrenner

• Stilly IT conference call to determine next steps 4/15
  • If collaborative effort moves forward: FbD presentation to ECY and reviewers 4/30 with presentation due to ECY 4/22
STILLY IT DOCUMENTS

These documents have been brought forward and discussed with the SLS between October 2019-2020.

• Stilly IT Working Strategy Document: SLS-EC and Stilly IT Relationship; Goals and Values, Decision-making, Community Engagement

• Stilly Project Proponent Considerations

• FbD Grant Proponent and Partner Roles and Responsibilities

• Stilly.SLS-EC.Project List_Presentation.1-16-2020.v3 (December – early version and January- this version)

• NEW: Stilly.SLS-EC.Project List_Presentation. 3.24.20v2 (provided today)
The following list of actions are being discussed by the Stilly IT for possible movement forward into potential funding application processes. The current total for this list is estimated at 23M. Some funds have already been secured and may be able to serve as match for other funding sources. Certain actions may not be supported locally and as such not ready or able to move forward as part of an integrated effort. These have been noted in addition to other potential areas where additional support is likely necessary for success. The Stilly IT will be working to improve and refine this list in preparation for the full FbD application submission by July 31, 2020 alongside pursuing other funding opportunities. Please send comments to cmacilroy@gmail.com

NOTE: 13 of the 24 projects on the list currently have some notation of issues that need further work/addressing to successfully move forward.